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When security expert Sean Wilson takes his wife, Amanda, along on a business trip to an isolated

bed and breakfast, heâ€™s hoping to combine work and pleasure. But when four armed men storm

the inn and take the staff and his wife hostage, the romantic getaway is over. A former army

Ranger, Sean will do anything to save his wife, and when he finds the seven-year-old

granddaughter of the innkeeper in the snowy woods, the situation becomes more dire. Sean must

get the child to safety, but as the armed men become increasingly hostile and violent, Amandaâ€™s

life is also on the line. Cut off from help and spurred by desperation, Sean and Amanda must make

hard choices that could get them all killed.Thriller Award nominee and bestselling romantic

suspense author Melinda Leigh delivers a page-turning story of love, fear, and desperate choices.
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When Sean agrees to do a security consult on a remote inn for a friend prior to it opening it's doors

to the public, he thinks the highlight of the weekend will be some quality alone time with his wife, at

no point did he think he'd have to put his Ranger skills to the test in order to save everyone from a

group of armed robbers who think the inn is the perfect place to hide.For such a short story, so



much happens. It is action packed from beginning to end and Melinda does not disappoint! This

would be a great little taster for anyone who hasn't read any of Melinda's work yet. It's definitely a

series that I would recommend to all Romantic Suspense fans.

What an adrenaline rush all packed into a short suspenseful story. All the characters were

fascinating even the bad guys. It was also very noticeable that the author incorporated her real life

training in Kenpo techniques into this book which for one made me never want to take her on in real

life and and loving the creative way the hero took out the bad guys.Even though this was a fairly

quick read it was jammed packed with action and suspense from the beginning and had a very

satisfying ending. I bow to Ms Leigh and concede I loved it..

This is one fast paced, exciting short story, and as always, Melinda Leigh does not disappoint. She

ratchets up the tension from page 1, and it never stops until the last page. Plenty of action going on

and a very strong plot for a short story. This would be an excellent way for a new reader to "test

drive" this truly wonderful author.

Another awesome installment in the She Can series by Melinda Leigh. The action started on the first

page and didn't slow down until the final words. I can't wait to see what Melinda will come up with

next.

Security consultant Sean and wife Amanda expect a quiet romantic weekend at a remote inn while

Sean finishes setting up their security system. What they get is not even close. A tense story line

and a fast pace add up to a worthy read.

I completed my household chores after work last evening and was still able to read this short story

by bedtime. The story was engrossing and offered at a bargain price.The villains--a psychopath and

three others who are sort of "psychopaths-lite," are believable. The alpha male hero is not a mere

stereotype but is capable of worthwhile introspection--in fact, a surprising amount considering the

length of the story.All-in-all, this "booklet" is an excellent example of its type. The action is rapid-fire,

a surprise or two pops up and the characters are as well developed as such a short tale could

possibly allow.

This is another excellent book in the She Can series. What can I say that I havenâ€™t said in my



review of She Can Kill and the other books in this seriesâ€”all I can say is I will keep reading this

series!Read the book to get the whole storyâ€”it will be worth the time!

I have to admit, I started reading this right after finishing one of Allison Brennan's books and for a

moment, I thought I was reading another Allison Brennan (the whole Sean thing.)I really liked this

story; I think that it was definitely even more intense and graphic than Leigh's other work. It packed

a lot of action into ~50 pages. I don't know if these characters will be showing up again, but I hope

so.Highly recommend.Ã‚Â© Angela Risner 2014. Unauthorized use and/or duplication of this

material without express and written permission from  or Angela Risner is strictly prohibited.

Excerpts and links may be used, provided that full and clear credit is given to Angela Risner with

appropriate and specific direction to the original content.
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